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1 Introduction

In recent years there has been much interest in symmetries in general relativity. Originally,
such an interest arose because of the need to simplify Einstein's equations in the search
for exact solutions and the procedure was fairly ad hoc. More recently there has been
an attempt to establish a more systematic approach to symmetries and it is to this more
general theory that these lecture notes are devoted. It may seem that such a programme
aims simply at taking the older results and making them more rigorous, mathematically.
This is not the case. Certainly mathematical rigour is important but this should always
be the case and is nothing to do with the topic under discussion. What is relevant is
that these more general techniques have produced new results as well as simplifying and
extending older ones.

The notation well be the usual one. M will denote a space-time with metric g of
Lorentz signature (�;+;+;+) which is assumed smooth. The Riemann, Ricci, and Weyl
tensors are denoted by Rabcd; Rab(� Rc

acb) and Ca
bcd, respectively, whilst a semi-colon

denotes a covariant derivative, a comma a partial derivative and L a Lie derivative. The
space-time M well be assumed non-at in the sense that the Riemann tensor does not
vanish over a non-empty open subset of M . Round and square brackets will denote the
usual symmetrisation and skew-symmetrisation of indices. R denotes the Ricci scalar,
R = Rabg

ab, and then the Einstein tensor Gab = Rab � 1=2Rgab.
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2 The Concept of a Symmetry

Let 
 be some geometrical object on M . The concept of a symmetry of 
, roughly
speaking, corresponds for each p 2 M to the existence of a neighbourhood U of p and a
family of smooth bijective maps �t from U into M (where the indexing label t belongs
to some open interval of R) such that each of the maps �t carries 
 from U to �t(U) in
a natural way where it agrees with the original object 
 restricted to �t(U). The way
this idea is usually implemented in di�erential geometry (and, in particular, in general
relativity) is to start with a smooth vector �eld X on M . Then for each p 2 M there
necessarily exists a neighbourhood U of p and " > 0 such that the integral curve of X
starting from any point q 2 UfU is de�ned on (�"; ") [1]. For each t 2 (�"; ") one then
de�nes a map �t on U by requiring that for q 2 U , �t(q) is that point with parameter
value t on the integral curve of X starting at q. The vector �eld X thus gives rise to a
family of maps of the type required. To see how this works is practice let 
 be the metric
g on M and suppose X is a smooth vector �eld with corresponding maps �t as described
above. The statement that �t \carries" g across from the neighbourhood U of p to �t(U)
so that it agrees with the metric g originally present in �(U) can be expressed precisely in
terms of the pullback map �t� associated with �t. That is, it is assumed that �t�g = g ��t
(usually loosely written as �t�g = g). This has a nice geometrical interpretation. Suppose
U is chosen to be a coordinate neighbourhood of p (as it always can by shrinking U if
necessary) and denote the coordinates in U by xa. Then since �t is a smooth bijection,
ya � xa � ��1

t is a coordinate system for �t(U) (the coordinate system on �(U) carried
across from that on U by �t). The condition �t�g = g � �t is then equivalent to the
statement that the components of g in U in the coordinate system xa are equal term by
term to the components of g in �t(U) in the coordinate system ya. It is in this sense that
�t \preserves the metric" and is thus a local isometry. The above condition on �t and g
is reected is the vector �eld X from which the maps �t arose and is equivalent to the
statement that LXg = 0 [1]. This equation (Killing's equation) is the form most familiar
to relativists and then X is called a Killing vector �eld. It is equivalent to the condition
Xa;b +Xb;a = 0 in local coordinates.

By similar methods one can set up the concept of a conformal (Killing) vector �eld X
on M by insisting that the corresponding maps �t preserve the conformal metric, that is,
�t�g = �(g � �t) where � is a smooth function on M . This is equivalent to the condition
that LXg = 2�gab or Xa;b +Xb;a = 2�gab in local coordinates for some function �. These
and other symmetries will be discussed in more detail in the next section. The essential
point to be made here is that symmetries in general relativity are described by means of
certain vector �elds on M but that the actual \symmetries" themselves really come from
the maps �t which arise from the vector �eld and preserve some geometrical object on M .

3 Symmetries in General Relativity

Let X be a smooth vector �eld on M . Then X is called an a�ne collineation of M if the
corresponding maps �t preserve the geodesics of M and the a�ne parameters on these
geodesics. This condition is equivalent to X satisfying the condition [1]
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Xa
;bc = Ra

bcdX
d (1)

in every coordinate domain of M . If we decompose Xa;b into its symmetric and skew
symmetric parts then (1) is equivalent to [2, 3]

(i) Xa;b = hab + Fab (hab = hba; Fab = �Fba) (2)

(ii) hab;c = 0

(iii) Fab;c = RabcdX
d

Thus h is a global, second order, symmetric covariantly constant tensor and F is called
the a�ne bivector. In fact, equation 2(iii) follows 2(i) and 2(ii) and so another equivalent
condition for X to be an a�ne collineation is LXg = 2h where hab;c = 0. If the tensor
h in (2) is a constant multiple of the metric then X is called homothetic (and proper
homothetic of h 6= 0) whilst if h = 0 X is Killing.

If, on the other hand, the vector �eld X preserves the conformal metric (see the last
section) then X is called a conformal vector �eld, This is equivalent to X satisfying

Xa;b = �gab + Fab (3)

where � is a function and the skew part Fab is called the conformal bivector. X is called
proper conformal if � is not constant on M and special conformal if �;ab = 0 on M (and
of � is constant on M then X is homothetic). A conformal vector �eld satis�es (see e.g.
[4])

Fab;c = RabcdX
d � 2�;[agb]c (4)

and

�;ab = 1=2 Lab;cX
c � �Lab +Rc(aF

c
b) (5)

where Lab = Rab � 1=6 Rgab. The equation (5) can be rewritten in an interesting form
which shows, in a sense, the e�ect of a local conformal map �t arising from X on the
Ricci tensor. This relation which is equivalent to (5) is

LxRab = �2�;ab � (�;cdg
cd)gab (6)

The sets of all a�ne collineations, all conformal vector �elds, all special conformal vector
�elds, all homothetic vector �elds and all Killing vector �elds on M each form a �nite
dimensional Lie algebra under the usual bracket of vector �elds and are referred to as
the a�ne algebra, the conformal algebra, the special conformal algebra, the homothetic
algebra and the Killing algebra respectively. The intersection of the conformal and a�ne
algebras is the homothetic algebra.

Another type of symmetry which will be discussed later arises from a vector �eld X on
M whose associated maps � preserve the curvature tensor, �t�< = <��t, where < denotes
the Riemann tensor with components Ra

bcd. This is equivalent to LXR
a
bcd = 0 and the

geometrical interpretation is similar to that given above for Killing vector �elds. Such
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vector �elds are called curvature collineations. It follows that every a�ne collineation is a
curvature collineation. Curvature collineations are more di�cult to handle than the other
types of symmetries discussed so far for several reasons. It is interesting to note here that
the special conformal algebra can be characterised within the conformal algebra on M by
their members satisfying any one (and hence all) of the following conditions [5]

LXR
a
bcd = 0 LXRab = 0 LXGab = 0 (7)

It follows that a conformal vector �eld is a curvature collineation if and only if it is special
conformal.

It is remarked before closing this section that a proper a�ne collineation (i.e. a vector
�eld X satisfying (2) with h not a constant (and hence not any) multiple of g) is a very
restrictive object to have on M because such tensors h force, in most cases, severe local
reducibility of M . We shall return to this later.

4 Further Properties of Symmetries

This section will be used to tidy up some mathematical points regarding the symmetries
discussed above before proceeding with particular details of the individual symmetries.

4(a) Di�erentiability

The space-time M and metric g were assumed smooth. We also assumed that our
(a�ne, conformal, etc) vector �eld X was smooth. It is now important to ask whether
this last assumption is necessary, that is, given that M and g are smooth could it be
that such an X exists which is not smooth. If X is an a�ne collineation (including the
homothetic and Killing cases) then clearly we must have X a C2 vector �eld in order for
(1) and (2) to make sense. It then follows that X is necessarily smooth. The result holds
for conformal vector �elds provided the C2 condition above is replaced by C3, in view of
equations (3) (4) and (5). However, for curvature collineations, in spite of the smoothness
of M and g an X may be constructed which is Ck but not Ck+1 for any k [6].

4(b) Lie algebra structure and maximum dimension

The sets of a�ne, conformal, special conformal, homothetic and Killing vector �elds
constitute Lie algebras under the usual bracket operation. There is a problem with the
set of curvature collineations on M since, in view of the remarks in 4(a), the bracket of
two such vector �elds may not be di�erentiable and it does not then make sense to ask
if it is a curvature collineation [6]. The set of smooth curvature collineations on M is, of
course, a Lie algebra under the bracket operation.

The equations (2) may be regarded as a set of �rst order di�erential equations for X, F
and h (c.f. [4, 7]). It then follows from an argument using the elementary theory of �rst
order di�erential equations and topology that two globally de�ned a�ne collineations
on M are equal everywhere on M if their corresponding quantities X, F and h agree
at any point of M . As a consequence the maximum dimension of the a�ne algebra
for a space-time is 4 (from X) + 6 (from F ) + 10 (from h) = 20 (and, in general, is
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n + 1=2 n(n � 1) + 1=2 n(n + 1) = n2 + n). This maximum dimension (in all cases)
can only occur when the connection is at. For the homothetic algebra this maximum
dimension is 4 + 6 + 1 = 11 (and, in general, is n+ 1=2 n(n� 1) + 1 = 1=2 n(n+ 1) + 1)
and can only occur when the unique symmetric Levi-Civita connection associated with
the metric in at. For the Killing algebra the maximum dimension is 4 + 6 = 10 (and, in
general, is n + 1=2 n(n � 1) = 1=2 n(n + 1)) and can only occur when the metric leads,
through its Levi-Civita connection, to a space of constant curvature.

The equations (3) (4) and (5) may be regarded as a set of �rst order equations forX, F ,
� and �;a and, similarly to the above analysis, two global conformal vector �elds on M are
equal everywhere onM if their corresponding quantitiesX, F , � and �;a agree at any point
ofM . As a consequence the maximumdimension of the conformal algebra for a space-time
is 4+6+1+4 = 15 (and, is general, for n � 3 is n+1=2 n(n�1)+1+n = 1=2 (n+1)(n+2))
and can only occur if the metric is locally conformally related to a at metric. The case
when n = 2 is quite di�erent and need not concern us here.

The converses of the above results regarding when the maximum dimension of each
algebra can occur do not hold and will be discussed briey in section 4(d).

4(c) Local groups and orbits

Let A be either the a�ne algebra, the conformal (or special conformal) algebra, the
homothetic algebra or the Killing algebra. Then A gives rise to a local group G of local
di�eomorphisms of M in the following way. Let k 2 N , let X1; � � � ;Xk 2 A and let
�1
t ; � � � ; �

k
t be the corresponding local maps (the \local one-parameter groups" associated

with X1; � � � ;Xk). Then G consists of all local maps (where they are de�ned) of the form

p! �1
t1
(�2

t2
(� � ��ktk(p) � � �)) p 2M (8)

for t1; � � � ; tk 2 R. The orbits in M under G are the equivalence classes in M arising
from the equivalence relation p1 � p2 , 9 a 2 G such that a(p1) = p2; p1; p2 2 M .
They can be regarded as connected submanifolds of M is a very natural way. So, the
orbit containing p 2 M consists of all those points in M which can be reached by a �nite
number of applications of local maps �t arising from members of A.

4(d) Local and global vector �elds

A space-timeM may admit a local a�ne (or conformal or homothetic or Killing) vector
�eld X 0 say, which is de�ned in some open subset U of M . It should be remembered that
it may not be possible to extend X 0 to the whole of M . The possibility of such an
extension is linked to the global topology of M [7]. Since many of our considerations will
be local, this need not concern us except to remark why the converses of the results in
section (4b) do not hold. A at space-time, far example, will always admit 20 local a�ne
collineations in some open neighbourhood of any of its points, but some of these may not
be extendible globally to M . Thus a at space-time may not admit 20 (global) a�ne
collineations. Similar remarks apply to the maximum Killing dimension and spaces of
constant curvature and to the maximum conformal dimension and conformally at-times
for the same reason { the local (Killing, conformal, etc.) vector �elds are guaranteed, but
not the global ones.
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4(e) Zeros of vector �elds, �xed points and isotropy

It was pointed out in (4c) that the Lie algebra of a�ne /conformal /Killing etc. vector
�elds generate orbits which, being submanifolds, have a well de�ned dimension (and this
dimension may vary as one moves from one orbit to another). If the Lie algebra concerned
has dimension m and the orbit through some p 2 M has dimension k then necessarily
m � k. If m > k then there exists an s-dimensional subalgebra of this Lie algebra, where
s = m � k, of vector �elds which vanish at p. This isotropy algebra can be extremely
useful in �xing certain properties of the space-time since the corresponding maps �t of
the members of this subalgebra �x the point p.

It should be noted that in much of the discussion of this section, curvature collineations
were not mentioned. They often constitute a special case and have been extensively
discussed [6, 8].

5 Further Discussion of Particular Symmetries

Further remarks on the concepts introduced in section 4 can now be given for the indi-
vidual symmetries.

5(a) Killing symmetries

If M admits a non-trivial Killing vector �eld X which vanishes at p 2 M then the
Weyl tensor is necessarily of Petrov type N;D or O at p [9]. In fact it is type N or O
(respectively D or O) if the Killing bivector Fab = X[a;b] at p (which is necessarily non-
zero from 4(b)) is null (respectively non-null). There are also restrictions or the algebraic
type of the Ricci (and energy-momentum) tensors at p. If three (or more) independent
Killing vectors vanish at p the Weyl tensor is zero at p and the energy-momentum tensor
if non-zero at p is of the null uid or perfect uid type at p (or M is an Einstein space).
It can be shown from this that if M is not of constant curvature it admits at most 7
independent Killing vector �elds and that if 7 exist (and with a restrictive clause on the
nature of the orbits-see [13] page 458). M is (locally) a homogeneous conformally at
plane wave or an Einstein static universe (or its spacelike equivalent). For a given Killing
vector �eld X on M , the zero set of X, that is fp 2 M : X(p) = 0g is easily described
[10, 11].

5(b) Homothetic symmetries

If M admits a Lie algebra of homotheties of dimension m then, by taking linear
combinations of them, one can assume it to be spanned by a basis consisting of at most
proper homothetic vector with the remainder Killing vector �elds. If X is a proper
homothetic vector �eld which vanishes at p 2 M then the zero set of X is either an
isolated point or else consists locally of (part of) a null geodesic of zeros of X. The latter
condition characterises the well known (conformally at or Petrov type N) plane waves
[10, 12]. At any zero of a proper homothetic vector �eld all Ricci and Weyl eigenvalues
must necessarily vanish and thus the Ricci (and energy-momentum) tensor has Segre type
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either f(211)g, f(31)g (both with zero eigenvalue) or O and the Weyl tensor has Petrov
type N , III or O [10]. This simpli�es greatly the task of classifying metrics with large
homothetic algebras [13]. (see appendix I).

5(c) Conformal symmetries

If p 2M and 4 or more independent conformal vector �elds vanish at p then the Weyl
tensor vanishes at p [14]. It follows if M admits 8 or more independent conformal vector
�elds then M is conformally at [14]. The maximum number (= 7) of such vector �elds
that can be admitted when M is not conformally at is achieved in the homogeneous
type N plane waves [11]. A detailed study of the zeros of conformal vector �elds is given
is [11]. Conformal symmetries present more problems than general a�ne symmetries
because of a lack of \linearity" in the neighbourhood of zeros of such �elds. However,
under fairly general circumstances one has following interesting result initiated by Bilyolov
[15], continued by Defrise-Carter [16] and completed by the present author and one of his
students [14, 17]. If (M;g) is a space-time which admits an r-dimensional conformal
algebra A and suppose that the Petrov type and the dimension and nature (timelike,
spacelike or null) of the orbits associated with A are the same at each p 2 M and that
M admits no non-globalisable local conformal vector �elds. Then for each p 2 M there
exists an open neigbourhood U of p and a function � : U ! R such that A, restricted
to U , is a Lie algebra of special conformal vector �elds on U with respect to the metric
g0 = e2�g on U . If the Petrov type is not O this local scaling function � can always be
chosen so that A restricts to a Lie algebra of homothetic vector �elds with respect to g0

on U and if (M;g) is not locally conformally related to a plane wave about any p 2 M
the above local scaling can always be chosen so that A restricts to a Lie algebra of Killing
vector �elds with respect to g0 on U .

Since workers in the area of exact solutions normally make the assumptions made
in the above theorem regarding the orbits and Petrov type, this theorem says, roughly,
that apart from conformally at space-times and space-times conformal to a plane wave,
conformal vector �elds can be \turned into" Killing vector �elds by a conformal change
of metric. In this sense many properties of conformal vector �elds can be obtained from
the (easier to study) Killing vector �elds. It should, of course, be remembered that if
X is a conformal vector �eld with respect to a metric g then it is also conformal with
respect to any metric g0 = e2�g conformally related to g. This theorem thus describes
those conditions when � can be chosen to (locally) convert simultaneously all the conformal
vector �elds to Killing (or, in the case of a plane wave, Killing or homothetic) vector �elds.
Techniques similar to those described here, and others have been used in an attempt to
simplify the theoretical study of conformal �elds in space-times [11].

For completeness, it is remarked here that the maximum dimension of the homothetic
algebra in a space-time is 11 and this can only be achieved if it is at. In the non-at case
the maximum dimension is 8 (and can be achieved only by the homogeneous conformally
at plane waves). In the non-conformally at case the maximum dimension is 7 (and can
only be achieved by a type N homogeneous plane wave).
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5(d) A�ne collineations

In order to study a�ne collineations we suppose M is simply connected or else restrict
ourselves to simply connected neighbourhoods for local considerations. Now suppose X
is a proper a�ne collineation on M . Then, as remarked earlier, this means that M admits
a second order symmetric tensor �eld hab which is covariantly constant, hab;c = 0, but not
a (constant) multiple of the metric gab. Thus the �rst step in the study of proper a�ne
collineations is to evaluate the consequences of a space-time admitting such a tensor �eld.
It turns out that [2, 3] (and for a complete solution see [18]) with one exceptional case,
M must admit a dual pair of covariantly constant vector �elds. (The exceptional case
admits a dual pair of covariantly constant bivectors and a pair of recurrent null vector
�elds). This exceptional case, together with those cases where this covariantly constant
vector �eld is non-null, are locally decomposable space-times and local coordinates can
be chosen so that the metric is one of the following

ds2 = "dx12 + ��dx
�dx� (�; � = 2; 3; 4) (9)

ds2 = "1dx12 + "2dx22 + ijdx
idxj (i; j = 3; 4) (10)

ds2 = Y��dx
�dx� + Zijdx

idxj (�; � = 1; 2; i; j = 3; 4) (11)

Here, "; "1 and "2 are �1 and the signatures of the lower dimensional metric are then con-
sistent with the overall Lorentz signature. Also �� = ��(x2; x3; x4);Xij = Xij(x3; x4); Y�� =
Y�� (x1; x2) and Zij = Zij(x3; x4). The lower dimensional metrics are assumed not to de-
compose further in an obvious sense. These results go a long way to resolving the problem
of the existence of proper a�ne collineations and can either be derived using holonomy
theory [2] or by more conventional techniques [18].

To proceed further, it is useful to note that the set V of covariantly constant tensor
�elds like h on M form a vector space whose dimension is either 1,2 or 4 and for proper
a�nes to exist must be either 2 or 4. It follows that if dimV = 2 (with V spanned by,
say, gab and hab) then if X and Y are proper a�ne collineations we have

Xa;b = (�hab + �gab) + Fab (12)

Ya;b = (hab + �gab) + F 0

ab

where F and F 0 are the a�ne bivectors and �; �; ; � 2 R; �;  6= 0. It then follows
that Xa � �Y a is homothetic or Killing, in other words, there is essentially only one
proper a�ne collineation (chosen, say, as X) and all others are linear combinations of
this one together with homothetic or Killing vector �elds. This would be the situation for
metrics like (9) and (11). A similar situation exists when dimV = 4 ( the metrics (10))
only now there are essentially three a�ne collineations is the above sense. [It should be
remarked at this point that although the existence of a proper a�ne collineation leads to
a covariantly constant tensor �eld like h above, the converse is false{although it is only
in the \exceptional" case referred to earlier that may fail].
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As an example consider the case whenM admits a covariantly constant timelike vector
ua (and no other such vector �elds except, of course, for constant multiples of u) [3]. Then
one can choose ua such that uaua = �1 and de�ne (locally) a function u by ua = u;a. In
local coordinates the metric then reads

ds2 = �du2 + ��dx
�dx� (13)

where �� = ��(x1; x2; x3) is a positive de�nite metric in the hypersurfaces u=constant.
Now let X be an a�ne vector �eld so that (1) - (4) hold. In this case the only covariantly
constant second order symmetric tensors are gab and uaub and so X satis�es

Xa;b = �gab + �uaub + Fab (14)

(and is proper a�ne if � 6= 0, homothetic if � 6= 0, � = 0 and Killing if � = � = 0). Now
decompose X parallelly and perpendicularly to u:

Xa = �"ua +X 0a (" = Xaua) (15)

where this equation de�nes X 0 and X 0aua = 0. It is easily shown that ";a = �ua (�
constant) and so " = au+ b (a; b constant). It then follows that the vector �elds "Xa and
X 0a are each a�ne collineations. Further, X 0 satis�es

X 0

a;b = �(gab + uaub) + Fab (16)

and so the projection of X onto the hypersurfaces u=constant is homothetic (or Killing)
with respect to the induced geometry is these hypersurfaces represented by the metric
gab + uaub. Thus any a�ne collineation X in such a space-time is the sum of the vector
�eld �"ua (which is a�ne and is proper a�ne if " = au+ b with a 6= 0) and a vector �eld
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X 0 which gives, on projection, a homothetic (or Killing) vector �eld with respect to the
u=constant hypersurface geometries.

Two points should be made regarding this construction. First, the hypersurfaces
u=constant are locally isometric under the map that maps points of one of them into
another one by following integral curves of the constant vector �eld u. It then follows
that the vector �elds X 0 set up in each of these hypersurfaces are essentially the \same"
(i.e. invariant under the isometry just de�ned) on account of the result [X 0; u] = 0 which
follows from (14), (15) and the fact that ua;b = 0. Second, it is clear that ua is an a�ne
collineation (in fact Killing) and uua is proper a�ne. The above results show that there
are no other independent ones unless the hypersurfaces of constant u with metric gab+uaub
themselves admit homothetic or Killing vector �elds { and in general they will not.

The other cases represented by (9), (10) or (11) are similar. In the cases when M
admits a null covariantly constant vector �eld, less can be said but useful information is
still available. These techniques readily show that (using Einstein's equations with zero
cosmological constant) the existence of a proper a�ne collineation eliminates all vacuum
space-times except the pp-waves, all perfect uid space-times for which (in the usual
notation) 0 < p 6= � > 0 and all non-null Einstein-Maxwell �elds except the \2+2 locally
decomposable" case. These strong results justify here, and elsewhere, the advantages of
considering symmetries from a general (geometrical) standpoint. These techniques also
show that, for a non-at space-time, the maximum dimension of the a�ne algebra is 10
and that this can only be achieved in a space-time of constant curvature (where they are
all Killing) or in a special type of plane wave, an example of which, in local coordinates,
is

ds2 = dx2 + dy2 + 2dudv + x2du2 (17)

which is type N, homogeneous and admits @=@v and @=@y as covariantly constant vec-
tor �elds (and hence y@=@y; u@=@u and u@=@y + y@=@u are independent proper a�ne
collineations, the other a�nes being 6 Killing and 1 homothetic vector �elds). [Concern-
ing this results there was a slip in the original paper [3] subsequently corrected in [13]
where further discussion and examples of high dimensional a�ne algebras can be found.]
(see appendix II).

5(e) Special conformal vector �elds

If X is a special conformal vector �eld on M then X satis�es (3) with �;ab = 0. The
vector �eld X is called proper special conformal if � is not constant on M and so �;a is
then not identically zero and covariantly constant. Thus some of the techniques of the
previous section can be used here to give a rather complete account of the situation [5].
It turns out that a space-timeM can admit essentially only one proper special conformal
vector �eld X in the sense that any other such vector is a linear combination of X and
homothetic (including Killing) vector �elds. If M is not conformally at the maximum
dimension of the special conformal algebra is 7 whilst if M is conformally at but non-at
its maximum dimension is 8. Both maxima can be achieved by certain types of plane
waves.
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5(f) Curvature collineations

The study of these symmetries is much more involved and the reader is referred to
references [6, 8].

6 Further Remarks

The discussion in 5(d) shows thay many space-times cannot possibly admit proper a�ne
collineations and that in 5(e) can be extended to show in a similarly way that proper
special conformal vector �eld cannot exist in many space-times. It is further remarked
here that it is a consequence of Brinkmann's theorem that the only vacuum space-times
that can admit proper conformal vector �eld are the pp-waves. Also, for most space-times,
a curvature collineation is necessarily a homothetic vector �eld. For a full bibliography
see [17,19].
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In appendices I and II it is assumed that the dimension and nature (timelike, spacelike
or null) of the orbits of the Killing and homothetic algebras are the same at all points of
M (this assumption is usually made implicitly is the literature).

Appendix I

Homothetic Algebras of High Dimension [13]

In a non at space-time M the maximum dimension of the homothetic algebra is 8.
In this case a proper homothetic vector �eld must exist together with a Killing algebra
of dimension 7. By the above assumption there is thus a single Killing orbit (= M) and
hence a 3(= 7 � 4) parameter Killing isotropy at each p 2 M . M is then a conformally
at homogeneous plane wave. If the homothetic algebra has dimension 7 one has either a
type N homogeneous plane wave or a conformally at (homogeneous or non-homogeneous)
plane wave or a Robertson-Walker \type" (see [13]) space-time. If the homothetic algebra
has dimension 6,5 or 4 a signi�cant amount of information is still available [13].
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Appendix II

A�ne Algebras of High Dimension [13]

In a non-at space-time M the maximum dimension of the a�ne algebra is 10 and
can be achieved only in space-times of constant curvature and certain plane waves (see
[13] and section 5(d) of these notes). A 9-dimensional a�ne algebra requires M to be a
conformally at, homogeneous plane wave or a certain type of non-homogeneous, type N ,
non-vacuum plane wave. Examples of space-times with an 8-dimensional a�ne algebra
include the Einstein static-type universe and certain types of plane waves.

Appendix III

In this section the consequences for M when M has an s-dimensional isotropy algebra at
p (for some symmetry) are explored. Some of these already have been mentioned briey
(and the general concept of isotropy was set up in section (4e)).

(a) Killing Isotropy

In this case we have s independent Killing vectors vanishing at p. Let
1
F ab; � � � ;

s

F ab

be their corresponding bivectors at p. If s � 1 (that is, if the isotropy is not trivial) the
Petrov type at p is N , D or O and in order that the Petrov type be D one must have

s = 1 or 2 with the bivectors
1

F ab (and
2

F ab) at p each non-null with the same pair of
principal null directions (equal to those of the Weyl tensor) and in order that the Petrov

type be N one must have s = 1 or 2 with the bivectors
1

F ab (and
2

F ab) at p each null
with the same principal null direction (equal to that of the Weyl tensor). In all other
cases where s = 1 or 2 (and always if s � 3) the Weyl tensor is zero at p. Consequently,
if the Weyl tensor has Petrov type I, II or III at p there can be no non-trivial Killing
isotropy at p. The situation for the Ricci (or energy-momentum) tensor at p when s � 1
is more complicated and is described in the table. It turns out that if s � 4 then the Ricci
and energy-momentum tensors are necessarily zero and that if s = 1, 2 or 3 eigenvalue
degeneracies necessarily occur. In the table the �rst column gives the \dimension" of
the isotropy (equal to s above) and the second column the independent Killing bivectors
of an independent set of Killing vectors which vanish at p. The third column gives the
\name" of the symmetry and the �nal column gives the allowed Segre types of the Ricci
and energy-momentum tensors at p where it is understood that the allowed types are the
ones given, their degeneracies and zero.
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0 No isotropy f1; 111g, f211g, f31g, fz�z11g
1 ` ^ n Boost f(1; 1)11g
1 ` ^ x Null Rotation f(21)1g, f(31)g
1 x ^ y Spacelike Rotation f1; 1(11)g, fz�z(11)g, f2(11)g
2 ` ^ n Boost and f(1; 1)(11)g

x ^ y spacelike rotation
2 ` ^ x 2-parameter set f(211)g

` ^ y of null rotations
` ^ n 3-dimensional

3 ` ^ x Lorentz algebra f(1; 11)1g
n ^ x

` ^ x 2-parameter set
3 ` ^ y of null rotations f(211)g

x ^ y and a spacelike rotation
x ^ y 3-dimensional

3 x ^ z algebra for f1; (111)g
y ^ z rotation group

` ^ n ` ^ x 6-dimensional
6 ` ^ y x ^ y algebra for full f(1; 111)g

n ^ x n ^ y Lorentz Group

These are the only possibilities which occur.

(b) Homothetic Isotropy

Since a basis can be chosen for any homothetic algebra which contains at most one
proper homothetic vector �eld it is su�cient to study the situation at a zero p of a single
proper homothetic vector �eld X. Just as for Killing vector �elds one still has LXTab =
LXC

a
bcd = 0 and if X(p) = 0 one �nds that either M is at in some neighbourhood of p

or that either (i) Tab is of type f(211)g with zero eigenvalue, or zero and Cabcd is of Petrov
type N or O or, (ii) Tab is of type f(31)g with zero eigenvalue, or zero and Cabcd is of type
III or O. The homothetic bivector is either timelike or non-simple at p. In the case (i) M
is locally isometric to a plane wave. For more details see [11].
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(c) Conformal Isotropy

If X is a conformal vector �eld on M then one has LXC
a
bcd = 0. So if X vanishes

at p then either �(p) 6= 0 (in which case p is called a homothetic zero of X) or �(p) = 0
(in which case p is called an isometric zero of X). Here one has information on the Weyl
tensor type at p only and the results for a conformal zero are as for the homothetic case
if p is a homothetic zero and are as for the Killing case if p is an isometric zero. For more
details see [11].

(d) A�ne Isotropy (Details in preparation)

Appendix IV

Local vs Global Actions

The \symmetry" vector �elds described in these notes give rise to local groups of local
transformations. They do not, in general, give rise to a global Lie group action onM . The
theorem of Palais states that if M admits a (non-trivial) �nite-dimensional Lie algebra of
\symmetry" vector �elds then they lead to a global Lie group action on M if and only if
each such vector �eld on M is complete. For details see R.S. Palais. Mem. Am. Math.
Soc. N0 22, (1957).

Appendix V

Global Extension of Local Symmetries

Symmetry vector �elds may be de�ned only locally (that is in some neighbourhood
of each p 2 M). For Killing, homothetic a�ne and conformal vector �elds if these \local
algebras" when precisely de�ned are of the same dimension and ifM is simply connected,
these local symmetry vector �elds can be extended to global ones (for details see [7]).

Appendix VI

Miscellaneous Results on Symmetries

It can be shown that, in general (in a way that can be made topologically precise)
the symmetric metric connection of a space-time M uniquely determines its metric up
to a constant conformal factor [2]. Similarly it can be shown that the curvature tensor
Ra

bcd on M arising from the space-time metric g uniquely determines g up to a constant
conformal factor [20]. As a consequence it is true that in general, for a space-time, either
it admits no a�ne collineations or it does in which case they are necessarily homothetic
vector �elds, and similarly for curvature collineations (c.f [21]). Another consequence of
these results is that, roughly speaking, the only vacuum space-times which admit proper
a�ne collineations and curvature collineations which are not homothetic are the pp-waves.
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Another result of a similar nature follows from Brinkmann's theorem which says that
if g and e�g are vacuum metrics for a space-time M (where � : M !R) then either � is
constant or g (and e�g) are pp-wave metrics for M . A consequences of this (again roughly
speaking) is that the only vaccum space-times which admit a conformal vector �eld which
is not homothetic are the pp-waves.
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